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Goal 1: measure disparate impact
▶ U.S. anti-discrimination law: illegal to discriminate on the basis of race, sex, color, religion,
and national origin

▶ Disparate treatment
• Discriminatory policy/practice if motivated by discriminatory purpose
• E.g., audit studies help identify disparate treatment instances
• Requires proof of intent

▶ Disparate impact
• Discriminatory policy/practice if leads to adverse impacts on a protected class and the
decision-maker cannot provide a substantial legitimate justification

• Holds decision-makers accountable for “direct discrimination” from considering a protected
characteristic and “indirect discrimination” from considering characteristics unrelated to a
protected class that nevertheless lead to an adverse impact

▶ Ideal statistical test for disparate impact: compare treatment of different protected groups
with identical potential for achieving a given outcome of interest

▶ No model of decision-making needed; need quasi-random assignment
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Goal 2: decompose disparate impact

▶ Decompose disparate impact into racial bias, incorrect stereotypes (prediction errors), and
accurate statistical discrimination

• Standard approaches use outcome-based tests which can identify taste-based discrimination à la
Becker (1957) but not statistical discrimination

▶ Need a structural model of judge decision making
• Can use the estimated model to run counterfactuals with policies aimed at reducing disparate
impact
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Setting: U.S. pretrial system (NYC)

▶ Bail judges set bail conditions at an arraignment hearing shortly after arrest
• Bail conditions: release on recognizance, cash bail, supervised release program, deny bail

▶ Objective: release most defendants while minimizing risk of pretrial misconduct

▶ Judge has info on current offense, prior criminal record, release recommendation from
non-profit based on 6-item checklist

• In NYC, judges asked to only consider failure to appear (FTA) not risk of new criminal activity
• Many defendants in NYC do not have bail set due to case dismissal or desk appearance which does
not lead to arraignment hearing

▶ In many jurisdictions, including NYC, the case assignment process generates quasi-random
variation in assigned judges conditional on court-by-time FEs

• Rotation calendar system to assign judges to arraignment shifts in five courthouses
• Paper verifies conditional random assignment via OLS regressions of residualized, leave-one-out
judge leniency (average release rate) measure on defendant and case characteristics
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Data

▶ Nov 1 2008 - Nov 1 2013 arraignments in NYC

▶ Only felony and misdemeanor cases ’

▶ Keep cases that make it to arraingment hearing and thus have a judge assigned

▶ Focus on white vs. Black
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Summary statistics
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Setup (in potential outcomes)

▶ Each individual i in a population has a latent binary state Y ∗
i ∈ {0, 1}, not observed by

decision-maker nor econometrician
• Paper has extensions for multivalued and continuous outcomes
• Remain agnostic as to why differences in Y ∗

i exist – can be affected by discrimination at other
points of the system

• Here, Y ∗
i denotes pretrial misconduct

▶ RaceRi ∈ {w, b}

▶ Decision makers j make decisionsDij ∈ {0, 1} for each individual
• Important: Dij is the potential decision of decision-maker j
• Here, decision-maker is a judge

▶ Objective of decision maker: “align”Dij with Y ∗
i

• In case of bail, objective is to setDij = 1 (release) if Y ∗
i = 0 (will not commit pretrial misconduct)
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Disparate impact: formal definition

▶ Recall: disparate impact = differences in treatment between protected classes conditional on
misconduct potential

▶ “Correct classification”: difference in release rate between white and Black individuals not at
risk of comitting misconduct for judge j:

∆j0 = E[Dij | Ri = w, Y ∗
i = 0]− E[Dij | Ri = b, Y ∗

i = 0]

▶ “Incorrect classification”: difference in release rate between white and Black individuals at
risk of comitting misconduct for judge j:

∆j1 = E[Dij | Ri = w, Y ∗
i = 1]− E[Dij | Ri = b, Y ∗

i = 1]
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Disparate impact: formal definition
▶ Average disparate impact for judge j is a weighted average of correct and incorrect
classifications, weights are average misconduct risk in population µ̄ = E[Y ∗

i ]:

∆j = ∆j0(1− µ̄) + ∆j1µ̄

• Also interpretable as the expected level of discrimination for judge j when population risk of
misconduct is unknown

• System-wide level of discrimination can be recovered as a case-weighted average of∆j ’s
• Does not capture discriminatory intent, just discriminatory effects of decisions

▶ If∆j > 0, judge j discriminates against Black defendants

▶ If∆j < 0, judge j discriminates against white defendants

▶ If∆j = 0, judge j does not discriminate
• Does not discriminate conditional on other potentially discriminatory policies, systems, conditions
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Observed data

▶ Suppose Zij = 1 if defendant i is assigned to judge j

▶ Di =
∑

j ZijDij is defendant i’s observed release status

▶ Yi = DiY
∗
i is observed outcome (whether pretrial misconduct occurred)

• Only observe Y ∗
i whenDi = 1

▶ Econometrician observes (Ri, Zi1, . . . , ZiJ , Di, Yi)

• Denote whether defendant is white asWi = 1[Ri = w]

▶ Assume complete random assignment of judges to defendants: Zij ⊥ (Ri, Dij , Y
∗
i )
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Observational disparity analysis: benchmarking regression

▶ Regress release decision on judge x race FEs and judge FE:

Di =
∑
j

αjWiZij +
∑
j

ϕjZij + εi

▶ αj = E[Di | Ri = w,Zij = 1]− E[Di | Ri = b, Zij = 1]

• αj captures differences in release rate for white relative to Black defendants for judge j
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Benchmarking regression in the data
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Omitted variable bias
▶ Because Zij ⊥ (Ri, Dij , Y

∗
i ), can re-write αj as a weighted average of potential outcomes

for white vs. black individuals:

αj = (δjw0(1− µw) + δjw1µw)− (δjb0(1− µb) + δjb1µb)

• δjry = E[Dij | Ri = r, Y ∗
i = y] and µr = E[Y ∗

i | Ri = r]

• Weights are averages of race-specific misconduct risk

▶ Disparate impact∆j can be written as a slightly different weighted average of potential
outcomes for white vs. black individuals

∆j = (δjw0(1− µ̄) + δjw1µ̄)− (δjb0(1− µ̄) + δjb1µ̄)

• µ̄ = E[Y ∗
i ] = pwµw + pbµb

• Weights are average population misconduct risk
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Omitted variable bias

▶ Define omitted variable bias (OVB) in benchmarking regression as ξj = αj −∆j

• Upward bias in αj if ξj > 0 and downward bias if ξj < 0

▶ ξj = [(δjw0 − δjw1)pb + (δjb0 − δjb1)pw]× (µb − µw)

▶ Unlikely in practice, but no OVB (ξj = 0) if either of the following hold:
• δjr0 = δjr1 for each r: judge decisions are uncorrelated with misconduct potential
• µb = µw: misconduct potential does not differ by race
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Recovering ∆j using quasi-experimental methods

▶ Important: (a) does not require a model of decision-making and (b) requires quasi-random
assignment of decision-makers to individuals

▶ Key idea: when have quasi-random assignment of decision-makers to individuals, measuring
∆j reduces to estimating race-specific average misconduct risk

▶ Given an estimate of µr can purge observational estimates αj ’s of OVB

▶ ∆j = E[ΩiDi | Ri = w,Zij = 1]− E[ΩiDi | Ri = b, Zij = 1]

• Ωi = (1− Yi)
1−µ̄

1−µRi
+ Yi

µ̄
µRi
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Intuition for estimating µr

▶ Suppose you have a supremely lenient judge j∗ who releases everyone, regardless of
misconduct risk or race

▶ If this judge is randomly assigned, then their observed race-specific release rates approximate
race-specific average misconduct risk in the full population (µj)

▶ In practice, rarely observe such lenient decision makers, and thus use model-based or
statistical extrapolations of release and misconduct rate across randomly assigned
decision-makers, evaluated at leniency close to 1
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Extrapolation estimates
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Correcting for OVB
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Decomposing Disparate Impact



A model of judge decision making

▶ Judge j releases defendant i if the benefit of doing so exceeds the cost

Dij = 1 [πjRi
≥ pj(νij , Ri)]

• πjRi is some subjective benefit of releasing the defendant
• pj(νij , Ri) = Pr(Y ∗

i = 1|νij , Ri) where νij is a noisy signal of pretrial misconduct potential
• νij = Y ∗

i + ηij , ηij ∼ N(0, σ2
jr)
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Outcome based tests

▶ Standard recent approaches such as Arnold, Dobbie, and Young (2018) test for discrimination
using marginal outcome based tests derived from Becker (1957)

▶ Under this model, a judge is deemed to have a taste for discrimination if the perceived
benefit of releasing white defendants is greater than the perceived benefit of releasing Black
defendants i.e. πjw > πjb

▶ If the judge is not biased i.e. πjw = πjb, we expect the “cost” of marginal defendants from
both racial groups to be the same

• Can test whether these costs (or observed pretrial misconduct) is the same for the marginal
defendants

• Higher pretrial misconduct for marginal white defendants is evidence of taste-based discrimination
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Decomposing disparate impact

▶ It is possible for disparate impact to be nonzero even if outcome-based tests show no
evidence of discrimination

▶ This is because outcome based tests compare defendants with the same perceived risk of
pretrial misconduct but the perceived risk for a given defendant might be affected by racial
differences in average risk or signal variance

▶ The authors introduce a hierarchical MTE model to estimate mean risk parameters µr and the
means and variances of parameters associated with the benefit and signal quality used in
their model of judge decision making

▶ Estimates suggest that both bias and statistical discrimination drive disparate impact
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Counterfactuals

▶ In counterfactuals, force (some or all) judges to adjust their race-specific leniencies to the
point where their racial disparities are eliminated

• Policy instrument: race-specific release rate quotas

▶ Find that targeting the most discriminatory NYC judges can reduce the average level of
discrimination by 36%, while targeting all can essentially eliminate discrimination
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Discussion: applications to healthcare
▶ Has potential for applications in healthcare

▶ Decision-makers in healthcare: hospitals, insurers, physicians, other healthcare providers

▶ Lots of binary decisions to be made: test, treat, admit, refer, transplant

▶ Quasi-random assignment also important
• Quasi-random assignment of emergency cases to hospitals via ambulances
• Quasi-random assignment of patients to providers within an ER

▶ Is the objective function of the decision maker “simple” enough to fit this framework?
• In other words, can we define a unidimensional risk measure in all of these settings or are
tradeoffs more complicated?

▶ To what extent do race-specific risk distributions vary in healthcare settings?
• If not, then statistical discrimination is minimal and outcome-based tests can detect objects of
interest (taste-based discrimination and prediction error)

• If statistical discrimination is important, then this framework is better suited for detecting
disparate impact
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